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Studying Japanese investment in Russia reveals the particular challenges and obstacles that make Japanese companies reluctant to engage in business activities in Russia. Revealing those obstacles and finding ways to neutralize them may give additional impetus to the development of investment cooperation between Japan and Russia. 16 2014 Survey on Business Conditions of Japanese-Affiliated Firms in Russia, March 2015, Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO), Europe Russia and CIS Division, Overseas Research Department, p. 35. 9. preferences which are difficult to predict especially in the long-term. English Edition. The great author, through his book “The Gulag Archipelago” (1973) and fiery speeches in the West, earned his reputation as communism’s most implacable foe. Yet, as evident in the quote above from his memoirs To Read the Full Story. Subscribe Sign In. Industrial parks and special economic zones in Russia. Good news. This is a result of the latest 6 years: the entire industry has been established for investors support. Industrial parks in Russia are professionally operated facilities with hundreds success stories. Quality is based on the National Standard, controlled by the Association of Industrial Parks of Russia. «Open doors to Russian regions» is the key expertise of Industrial parks community. 2018. placed their production facilities in industrial parks and the Special Economic Zone of Russia, and their direct investment amounted to 1.2 trillion rubles, which allowed to create more than 148,000 jobs. Contact the Association of Industrial Parks of Russia. +7 (495) 517-4568. invest@indparks.ru WWW.INDPARKS.RU. The economic crisis has revealed three particularly vulnerable development in Russia in the last decade: a growing resource of expertise, aging equipment and the lag in scientific and technological progress, institutional obstacles to the growth of the market economy. The article discusses the components of economic growth. On November 6, Dr. Klaus Boehnke, Deputy Director of the HSE Centre for Sociocultural Research, presented his report entitled ‘Does COVID-19 propel value change: A comparison of Germany and the United Kingdom?’ at the ‘Culture Matters’ research seminar. HSE News Service has talked to Dr. Boehnke about various aspects of the value changes and socio-economic consequences of the pandemic in Europe and Russia. 11 November 2020. And as Russia develops a new commercial legislative framework and a tax system, it is also timely to consider the framework that was in place on Russian territory in 1917. On the eve of the World War I, Russia was the world’s largest debtor. Its currency was backed by...